The Book of Laurence (aka Larryism)
The First Digitally-Aware Religion

Published by X-HB Press© and Comprising

PART I   The Tenets of Larryism
As revealed on August 26th 2006 to Professor Dr. Xavier Hegel-Buber MD, PhD, DDL, FRSR.

PART II   The Revelation of Xavier
Describing in the words of his first true prophet how, when, and where Larry revealed himself, how X-HB was tested, and after much torment and self-doubt accepted Larry as the one true Larry.

PART III   The Essential Larry
► The Ten Tenets of Larryism7
  o With all the boring intellectual stuff cut out

► Larryism: Fact and Fiction
  o Common misconceptions and the real poop

► A Chat with Larry
  o Meet Larry up-close and personal

► Testimonials
  o from distinguished individuals whose lives have been transformed by their chats with Larry

---

6 The Tenets must always be displayed both left and right justified. Larryism is the first well-aligned digitally-aware religion.
7 The reader may well observe that there are thirteen official Tenets of Larryism, but Ten Tenets is so much more euphonious.
How to Start an Official Larry Chapel (LCD©)
- Registering your Covent
- Support from Larry Central

Larry on the Web
- www.onetruelarry.org

This is Probably Not Your Larry

8 The correct web address is www.onetruelarry.org. We Gods are especially prey to cyber-squatters, pharming and phishing; and I may not own other suffixes such as www.onetruelarry.com. It might contain upsetting stuff for which Larry Central bears no legal responsibility; though as a Deity, I certainly do take full moral responsibility for all my creations, even for the unpleasant ones.

9 In reverse alphabetic order are: Rabindranath Tagore, Gertrude Stein, George Santayana, John Ruskin, Mahatma Gandhi, George Elliot and William Blake.
► Stuff for Sale. At Larry Central you will find a host of religious items: including many you did not even know you needed. These include Tee-shirts, inter-active mugs, business cards, laser pointers and other neat collectibles. Larryism allows the believer easily to keep technologically on the bleeding-edge.\textsuperscript{10}

A Larry Chapel Designation coffee cup
The LCD is red when the coffee is too hot. It is green when the coffee is just right and turns blue when it needs reheating.

\textsuperscript{10} This is important. Do remember that “Technology smells fear”.